CA Proposition 65 Statement

California’s Safe Drinking Water & Toxic Enforcement Act of 1986, commonly known as Proposition (Prop) 65, establishes a list of chemicals which the State of California risk assessment process has determined to present a risk of cancer, birth defects or other reproductive harm.

To the best of RDL’s knowledge, all RDL products are in compliance with Proposition 65, and reasonably anticipated use of its products will not result in exposure to any Proposition 65 chemicals that would require a Proposition 65 warning.

Information about CA Proposition 65 is available at:  www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
The Proposition 65 chemical list may be found at:  https://oehha.ca.gov/proposition-65/proposition-65-list

RDL products do not intentionally contain, nor has RDL intentionally added, a listed substance to any product. Listed substances are regularly reviewed to determine if such substances are present in an RDL product in a location and form suspected as capable of exposing a consumer to a risk exceeding an established "no significant risk level". This review relies on manufacturer/supplier disclosures and data that specify the substances and chemicals used in the fabrication of materials, compounds and articles employed in the manufacture of RDL products. The finding of absence or presence of a listed chemical during RDL's review process is necessarily contingent upon the supply chain data for relevant chemical composition which is accepted as, and believed to be accurate. Upon determination that a listed chemical could result in exposure that would require a warning, such warning will be affixed to the relevant product carton.
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